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SCENE TO SCENE COPYING AND ITS COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
ARUNMOKAN K.M.C & ENIYA N*
ABSTRACT
Scene to scene copying means copying an idea which is already expressed in one form in a
visual media i.e. movie, and reproducing the same idea in a different version. With this statement
as substance, this research paper attempts to analyse as to what extent a scene from a movie is
copyrightable. At the outset, it is submitted that copyright protection is generally granted to the
entire movie as a whole whereas the status of protection granted to a particular scene from a movie
is still an unanswered question. This legal lacunae of protection to individual scenes from movies
has developed the culture of diplomatic infringement in the Indian film industry wherein scenes
are continuously used and repeated in any other film without any acknowledgement made to the
original idea.
Latter part of research paper analyses this kind of activities in which our Indian film makers
has indulged themselves. So utilizing the loopholes in Copyright Law, film makers indulges in
copyright infringement activities. Articles such as ‘Ghajini Review – Why is Aamir Khan in bed with a
thieving swine?’1 has been referred to, as it deals with scene to scene copyright infringement of the
movie Ghajini and Memento. In this research paper, researchers have made a complete analysis as
to how far a scene is protected in India, compiled list of movies in which they have similar plots,
ideas or themes and scenes and tries to come up with suggestion which will protect the novel ideas
of directors or screen play writers expressed in a scene in movie.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This researcher paper attempts to analyse the efficiency and enforceability of copyright
protection on scene. Even though there is no explicit provision in copyright law, this research
paper expresses the significance and need for Copyright Act Amendment, so that an explicit
provision is made for protecting a scene. Though there is a practical difficulty in implementing
laws, this research paper would be a stepping stone for protection of one’s idea, which is already
expressed in a particular way in a visual media, from being reproduced in a different way of
expression in the same visual medium. The researcher has projected a comparative study between
original movies and inspired/adapted/copied movies with passing reference to judicial

Advocates, Madras High Court, Chennai.
SearchIndia, ‘Ghajini Review – Why is Aamir Khan in bed with a thieving swine?’ December 22, 2008, available
at http://searchindia.com/2008/12/22/ghajini-review-why-is-aamir-khan-in-bed-with-a-thieving-swine/
last accessed on 12/10/2018.
*
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interpretation. However, there are no specific cases discussing the infringement of particular
scenes rather they have been filed only as infringement of an entire movie as a whole.
Thus, the paper would in detail discuss as to the need of exclusive protection to individual
scenes on par with the protection granted to a movie, and the enforceability of such protection in
the present legal system.

Table: Similar Scenes in Different Indian Movies
Original Movies and TV Series

Inspired Movies

Maria Full of Grace

Ayan

Apocalypse

Polladhavan

Brave Heart

Puli

Tunnel Break Out

Kathi

Black Belt Jones

Kathi

Aalwar

Suraa

Italian Job

Mankatha

Kal Ho Na Ho

Saroja

Dil Chahtha Hai

Boss Engira Baskaran

X-Men Apocalypse

Flying Jatt

Ace Ventura

Grand Masti

Taken

Thupakki

*Movies which are remade into other language is not mentioned in this list, as this research
paper is primarily concerned with scene to scene copy and its infringement.
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II. COPYRIGHT IN SCENES: AN OVERVIEW
Generally according to the Copyright law in India, rights are protected only in works and
not in ideas, themes or plots.2 Therefore in order to understand the copyright protection given to
movies and scenes by Indian Law, a clear understanding of movie and scene is important.

A. Difference between Scene and Movie
Movie is generally a compilation of scenes or sequences which is based on a theme or plot
or idea. Movie is a long running visual which may be broken in to a sequence. A sequence may be
defined as a scene, or a series of connected scenes, that present a succession of related events that
constitute and advance a distinct component of the story narrative, plot and or character. 3
Sequence may be further broken into separate scenes. Hence, scenes are nothing but single or
multiple shots edited to present a block of story’s narrative, plot land or character development.
Generally, scenes occur within a specific time frame, and focuses on a cohesive theme, event or
character experience.4 Scene is actually formed by compilation of shots where shots in simple
terms are nothing but photos. The process of conversion of a shot into a movie is projected clearly
in Fig.1

Shots or
Photos

Scenes

Sequences

Movies

Fig. 1
As narrated above in Fig. 1, a scene is considered as a mere part of movie where a movie
on the other hand is compilation of many scenes. Movie is protected under Copyright Act. Since
movie as a whole is protected scene is also impliedly protected. But reality is scene’s protection is
in question as it is an idea, creatively expressed in a particular form. Therefore, it is submitted that
creativity which subsists in each and every scene should be taken into consideration.

B. Scene and its Protection
On analysing the provisions given under Copyright law, 1957, scene may be protected on
two grounds: 1) Expression of Ideas, Themes or Plots and 2) On grounds of Photography.

R.G. Anand v. Delux Films [1978] AIR 1613 SC.
http://screenwritingscience.com/sequence-scene-definitions/ last accessed on 12/10/2018.
4 Ibid.
2
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1. Expression of Ideas, Themes or Plots
According to S.13 of the Copyright Act, 1957 copyright subsists in the following works:
1. Original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works;
2. Cinematograph films; and
3. Sound recording.
Clause (a) of s.13 protects original work whereas clauses (b) and (c) protect derivative
works. It provides for commercial manifestation of original work and the fields specified therein.5
Analysing a scene, a scene is always conceptualized in the mind of scriptwriter or director
qualifying itself to be only a mere “idea” whereas the script on the other hand is a recorded
expression which when expressed qualifies to be a literary work. A literary work may be original,
derived or inspired, but that does not bar a literary work from enjoying the copyright. Hence a
scene, which is penned down as script with particular description is copyrightable u/s.13 of
Copyrights Act. With that conclusion, it is submitted that there is a mandatory requirement for an
idea to be developed into concept for it to be copyrightable.
In Anil Gupta v. Kunal Das Gupta,6 it was held by the Delhi High Court that, “An idea per se
has no copyrights. But if the idea is developed into a concept fledged with adequate details, then the same is capable
of registration under Copyright Act.”
In Donoghue v. Allied Newspaper Ltd.,7 it was held by Farwell J that: “If the idea, however brilliant
and however clever it may be, is nothing more than an idea, and is not put into any form of words, or any form of
expression such as a picture or a play, then there is no such thing as copyright at all. It is not, until it is reduced into
writing, or into such tangible for, that you get any right to copyright at all.”
In Harnam Pictures N.V v. Osborne,8 Goff. J observed that, “that there is no copyright in ideas,
schemes, system or methods.” Similar view was taken in R.G. Anand v. Delux Films,9 the Supreme Court
held that there could be no copyright in an idea, subject-matter, themes, plots or historical or

Entertainment Network (India) Ltd. v. Super Cassette Industries Ltd. & others [2008] SCC [13], [30].
Anil Gupta v. Kunal Das Gupta [2010] SCC 524.
7 Donoghue v. Allied Newspaper Ltd. [1937] Ch D [3], [503].
8 Harnam Pictures N. V. Osborne [1967] WLR [1], [723].
9 Supra note 2.
5
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legendary facts and violation of the copyright in such cases was confined to the form, manner and
arrangement and expression of the idea by the author of the copyrighted works.
Earlier in Zee Telefilms Limited v Sundial Communications Private Limited10 the court drew a
distinction between an ‘idea’ and ‘concept of an idea’. The court stated that merely because some
of the components of the story are common or in public domain, the concept or idea does not
become incapable of protection.

2. Scene – A Photograph
On analysing the decisions of Foreign and Indian Courts, it appears to be an undisputed
norm that mere ideas or concepts which is not reduced into writing does not qualify any copyright
protection. But still a question arises that when a scene is expressed in one form, is it possible for
a scene to be reproduced in another form. If it is done so, will it be a copyright infringement? To
answer this question, we need to understand whether a scene expressed is a photograph by itself
or not?
Typically, the video is nothing but compilation of still pictures which runs at a specific
frame rate. So much specified feature of video is frame rate. Frame rate is number of still pictures
per unit of time of video, ranges from six or eight frames per second for old mechanical cameras
to 120 or more frames per second for new professional cameras.
Photography is protected u/s 2(c) of the Copyright Act, 1957. It defines Artistic work to
mean:
i)

A painting, a sculpture, a drawing (including a diagram, map, chart or plan), an
engraving or a photograph, whether or not such work possesses artistic quality.
A photograph must be original i.e., originally taken by the photographer entitled to

protection and to be original, investment of some degree of skill and labour must be evident. But
according to S.2(s) of the Act, Photograph includes photolithograph and any work produced by
any process analogous to photography but does not include any part of cinematograph film. The
reason for excluding films from photography is that they have their own special copyright which
is governed under different rules as to root of title, term and privilege of ownership. As far as a
specific scenic arrangement is concerned, it is protected under copyright. But scenic arrangement

10

Zee Telefilms Limited v. Sundial Communications Private Limited [2003] Bom CR [5], [404].
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does not amount to infringement, if scene effects are fitted to a total different dialogue.11 This is
the loop hole which is utilized both domestically and internationally to escape from the clutches
of law.
So when an idea of the scene is already expressed in a form, then if it is reproduced in a
different form with slight modifications to the original, it does not amount to copyright
infringement under law.

C. Originality
For a work to be original, it should not be a mere copy from other work. But as well, the
word originality does not mean that the work must be the expression of original or inventive
thought. But question of originality always exists when it comes to analysis of movies for
infringement. Because there is always a possibility of film makers being inspired directly or
subconsciously from any movie or book which they watch or read. But merely getting inspired
does not amount to infringement if it is expressed with the film maker’s own creativity.

D. Creativity v. Expression
Expressions are basically way in which a particular idea is brought out to visual media.
Creativity means typical or unique way of expressing a scene which has not been in existence so
far. So proposing a heroine by hero in a movie is an expression. But hero proposing a heroine in
a lady getup and deceiving her is a creative concept of the film maker who attempts to project his
creative ideas of an ordinary expression available in the global commons. Hence the labour of the
film maker to express innovate ideas of an ordinary expression have to be rewarded by means of
an adequate protection available in form of copyright. At the same time such copyright protection
should not be extended to mere expressions or ideas that are known to everyone and includes no
additional element of creativity. Thus, it is submitted that only an idea that includes a creative
expression should be protected.

11

Tate v. Fullbrook [1908] K.B [1], [821].
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III. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON COPYING SCENES IN INDIAN
MOVIES
Comparative Chart No. 1
Maria Full of Grace12

Ayan13

Scene Surroundings: Office Room

Scene Surroundings: Store Room

Maria is a drug mule. She is supposed

There are 4 drug mules who are

to swallow capsule of drugs in order to dressed in different colour shirts. Drug mules
smuggle the same. Before swallowing she is are given a tablet to before swallowing capsule
made to have a tablet and water is poured in of drugs. Water is poured with bottle. Jagan
her mouth using a sprayer by the worker. dips the capsules in lion honey and explains
Worker makes her to swallow the capsule. that it will act as lubricator, thus preventing the
Capsule is dipped in a white fluid, and boss capsules from getting punctured. Meanwhile
explains that white fluid would act as a Akashdeep Saigal tells drug mules that each
lubricator in the food pipe, so that the capsules gram of drug is kept a track so that they can’t
does not get punctured. When she says to her cheat him. Now one of the drug mule resists
boss that her stomach is filled with capsules taking the capsules and says that his stomach
and she can’t take it anymore, her boss makes is filled to the maximum extent. Jagan, takes
her to lay down on the bed on next room, the drug mule to the nearby cot and makes him
massages her abdominal region and eases her. to lay down and massages his abdominal
Again she is made to take up the capsules.

region, thus easing the overloading of drug
capsules.
Observation

Now two scenes have the similar idea, but it is expressed in different ways. So technically
it makes two different scenes, expressing similar idea and not the same one. Where former scene
has got only one actor as drug mule and surroundings are different from the latter scene. Since
ideas are not copyrightable under copyright act, the question of copyright infringement doesn’t
arise here.

Maria Full of Grace (2004) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0390221/?ref_=nv_sr_3 last
accessed on 11/11/2018.
13 Ayan (2009) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1355546/? last accessed on 11/11/2018.
12
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Comparative Chart No. 2
Apocalypto14

Polladhavan15

Scene Surroundings: Forest

Scene Surroundings: Ice Factory

Both hero and villain are forcefully

Both hero and villain are forcefully

approaching each other. Villain has a wooden approaching each other. Villain has a metal rod
stick in his hand. He aims to hit the hero’s in his hand. He aims to hit the hero’s head.
head. Hero to escape form the same, slides Hero to escape form the same, slides down.
down. While sliding, he catch holds a wooden While sliding, he catch holds a metal rod. He
stick. He with that wooden stick retaliates the with that metal rod retaliates the villain, hits
villain, hits him hard on his head. Villain not him hard on his head. Villain not being able to
being able to retaliate kneels down. Now hero retaliate kneels down. Now hero comes in
comes in front of him and hits him hard again. front of him and hits him hard again. By a
By a single hit villain is beaten to death. Blood single hit villain is beaten to death. Blood
oozes out from his mouth.

oozes out from his mouth.
Observation

Both scenes have a similar stunt sequence the differences are place where the scene
occurs, actors and outfits of the actors.

Comparative Chart No.3
Brave Heart16

Puli17

Scene Surrounding: Forest

Scene Surrounding: Forest

Scene 1

Scene 1

Apocalypto (2006) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0472043/?ref_=nv_sr_3 last accessed on
11/11/2018.
15 Polladhavan (2007) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2355791/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed on
11/11/2018.
16 Braveheart (1995) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112573/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed on
11/11/2018.
17 Puli (2015) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3803860/?ref_=fn_al_tt_2 last accessed on
11/11/2018.
14
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Both male and female lead are young in this Both male and female lead are young in this
scene. Young Catherine leaves the town. scene. Young Shruthi leaves the town. Young
Young Gibson watches it. She gives him a Vijay watches it. She gives him a small flower
small flower with 3 leaves attached to its stalk. with 2 leaves attached to its stalk. Both smiles.
Both smiles.
Scene 2

Scene 2

Gibson calls Catherine to come out for a long Vijay calls Shruthi to come out for a long ride.
ride. Catherine’s father says that his daughter Shruthi’s father says that his daughter is very
is very orthodox and won’t even step out of orthodox and won’t even step out of their
their

house’s

front

entrance.

After house’s front entrance. After conversation is

conversation is over Catherine runs out over Shruthi runs out through the back door
through the back door and jumps on Gibson’s and jumps on Vijay’s horse. She smiles and
horse. She smiles and says to her dad that she says to her dad that she is obedient enough and
is obedient enough and hasn’t crossed their hasn’t crossed their house’s front entrance.
house’s front entrance. Both Gibson and Both Vijay and Shruthi laughs and they move
Catherine laughs and they move away to away to a meadow.
meadow. It rains during this scene.
Scene 3

Scene 3

Gibson stands cautiously at the back side of Vijay stands cautiously at the back side of
Catherine’s house making sure that none is Shruthi’s house making sure that none is
noticing him, throws a stone on Catherine’s noticing him, throws a stone on Shruthi’s
wooden window signalling her to come out. wooden window signalling her to come out.
On the first try none opens the window, so he On the first try none opens the window, so he
throws stone for second time. Now she opens throws stone for second time. Now she opens
the window and gets hit by the stone. On the window and gets hit by the stone. On
seeing him, she smiles and comes out.

seeing him, she smiles and comes out.

Scene 4

Scene 4

Gibson and Catherine after their routine Vijay and Shruthi after their routine meeting,
meeting, Catherine departs away from Gibson Shruthi departs away from Vijay to her house.
to her house. Gibson holds her hand and gives Vijay holds her hand and gives her a folded
her a folded cloth. He smiles and leaves the paper. He smiles and leaves the place by
place by riding his horse. She opens the cloth walking along with his horse. She opens the
and finds out the flower given by her to him in paper and finds out the flower given by her to
scene 1.
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Scene 5

Scene 5

Gibson rides a brown horse in this scene. Vijay rides a dark brown horse in this scene.
Villains of this scene wears orange dress and Villains of this scene wears metal armour. Vijay
metal armour with a metal helmet. Gibson enters the jungle when villains had caught hold
enters the village when villains had caught hold of the entire jungle village. Vijay rides his horse
of the entire village. Gibson rides his horse towards them. One of the villains comes
towards them. One of the villains comes before him taking his sword. Vijay shows his
before him taking his sword. Gibson shows his empty hands and raises it behind his head.
empty hands and raises it behind his head. Villain slowly touches Vijay’s legs while Vijay
Villain slowly touches Gibson’s legs while is sitting on his horse. Meanwhile Vijay takes
Gibson is sitting on his horse. Meanwhile his sword from back and slashes the villain.
Gibson takes his sword from back and slashes
the villain.
Scene 6

Scene 6

After a fight sequence, Gibson catch holds the After a big fight sequence, Vijay catch holds
main villain. Gibson drags him when the entire the main villain drags him to a spot where
village is surrounding the villain. He pushes the other villains are tied to a wooden pole. He
main villain to wooden pole, takes a knife and pushes the main villain to wooden pole, takes
slices his throat. Blood oozes out. Main villain a knife and slices his throat. Blood oozes out.
falls on Gibson’s shoulder.

Main villain falls on Vijay’s shoulder.
Observation

From above scenes 1-6 of both movies we could see similarities in ideas expressed. Difference
which we could find are listed out.
1. Actors portraying the characters.
2. Costumes of the actors.
3. Location
4. Folded cloth instead of paper.
5. Colour of the horses ridden by the heroes
The question which arises here is, though the plotline of the films of different, many scenes of
the former film fits into the latter’s plot line. So will this kind of copying amount to
infringement?
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Comparative Chart No. 4
Breakout18

Kaththi19

Scene surroundings: Prison

Scene surroundings: Prison

Hero plans to escape from the prison. He gets Vijay is a prisoner in Kolkata prison. A fellow
the map of jail. On seeing the map, he prisoner escapes out of the prison. Jailor and
visualizes the 3D image of jail. He imagines the other prison authorities seeks help from Vijay
pathway to escape. A red mark indicating the to find out the way the fellow prisoner had
path to escape appears. It starts from the escaped. Vijay asks for map of jail to presume
prison room travels through corridor and the method of escape. He gets the map of jail.
reaches the underground area through space in On seeing the map, he visualizes the 3D image
the corridor. Red mark goes below the of jail. He imagines the pathway to escape. A
underground area and finds a tunnel. Then red mark indicating the path to escape appears.
hero sees beneath the table where the map is It starts from the prison room travels through
kept. He imagines the 3D view of the tunnel corridor and reaches the underground area
through which he can escape out.

through space in the corridor. Red mark goes
below the underground area and finds a tunnel.
Then hero sees beneath the table where the
map is kept. He imagines the 3D view of the
tunnel through which prisoner had escaped.
Observation

Ideas of both scenes are similar and expressed in a similar manner. But from the above scenes,
difference which we could find in the scenes are
1. Map of the prison
2. Actors portraying the characters
3. BGM

Breakout (2010) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1704294/ last accessed on 13/11/2018.
Kaththi (2014) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3801314/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 last accessed on
13/11/2018.
18
19
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Comparative Chart No. 5
Black Belt Jones20

Kaththi21

Scene Surrounding: Hero’s Home

Scene Surrounding: Old age home where
hero resides

Jim Kelly plays the protagonist in this movie. Vijay is the protagonist in this movie. Vijay
Few people come to hero’s house to trash him. wears a blue denim shirt and grey jean in this
Hero goes shirtless with a black trouser in this scene. Villain’s goondas come to Vijay’s old
scene. On seeing the arrival of villains, hero age home to attack Vijay and others who are
says to his friend to switch on and switch off living there. Vijay sees their arrival through
the power for every three seconds with an window, he fills his pockets with many coins
interval of one second power on. Likewise, and says to his friend Satish to close the door
friend switches on and switches off the power where the old agers are staying. He asks Satish
with regular interval. Hero trashes all the to switch on and switch off the power for only
villains.

one second on the sound of coin flick. As
Satish does the same, Vijay trashes the case of
all goondas.
Observations

From the above scenes, we could find similarities in ideas expressed and differences are the use
of coin flick sound in Kaththi whereas simple calculation of 3 seconds in Black Belt Jones.
Comparative Chart No. 6
Aalwar

Suraa

Scene surroundings: Traffic signal

Scene surrounding: Near tea shop

Ajith and Asin both travels in an auto. Auto Vijay stands near a tea shop and sees pen
stops at signal. A boy who is a flute vendor vendor who himself is blind. He has a blind
comes to sell flute. Ajith buys 5 flutes giving wife too. Vijay buys 20 pens giving him 100
him 100 rupees. Asin questions the same and rupees. On seeing this Tammana questions the
Ajith explains that it is to encourage the same and Vijay explains that it is to encourage
attitude to work and earn as the boy hasn’t the attitude to work and earn as the blind man
preferred begging. Asin gets impressed and hasn’t preferred begging. Tammana gets
says that she too likes to help others.

impressed.

Black Belt Jones (1974) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0071221/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed
on 13/11/2018.
21 Supra Note 19.
20
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Observation
The similarity in the idea is to help people who prefer working rather than begging. In both
scenes, heroes pay 100 rupees and their explanations are same. Heroines get impressed.
Difference in the scenes are
1. Actors
2. Flute and Pen
3. Place of occurrence

Comparative Chart No. 7
Kal Ho Na Ho22

Saroja23

Scene Surrounding: Riverside restaurant

Scene Surrounding: Roof top restaurant

Saif Ali Khan has a red rose bouquet and is Vaibhav is all alone at the restaurant and has a
surrounded by musicians. Saif Ali Khan is red rose bouquet. Vaibhav is about to propose
about to propose Preity Zinta, before that she Kajal, before that she says that he loves Shiva.
says that he loves Shah Rukh Khan. Saif Ali Vaibhav shows a thumbs up for her love and
Khan shows a thumbs up for her love and asks asks her to not to hesitate to propose to Shiva.
her to not to hesitate to propose to Shah Rukh. He asks her to take the red rose bouquet along
He asks her to take the red rose bouquet along with her when she proposes Shiva. Kajal gives
with her when she proposes Shah Rukh. Preity him a tight hug and says that Vaibhav is the
Zinta kisses him and leaves the place.

best and leaves the place.

Comparative Chart No. 8
Dil Chahtha Hai24

Boss Engira Baskaran25

Scene Surrounding: Railway Station

Scene Surrounding: Bus Stop

Aamir and Preity runs and comes to railway Aarya has a verbal fight with Nayanthara and
station. Aamir boards the train and door gets departs leaving her in the bus stop. Frustrated

Kal Ho Na Ho (2003) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0347304/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 last
accessed on 14/11/2018.
23 Saroja (2008) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1308015/?ref_=nv_sr_2 last accessed on
14/11/2018.
24 Dil Chahtha Hai (2001) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0292490/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed
on 14/11/2018.
25 Boss Engira Baskaran (2010) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1606183/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last
accessed on 14/11/2018.
22
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locked leaving Preity behind. Train departs and by the same Nayanthara sits on the chair in the
Aamir gives an expression as he could not do bus stop. Meanwhile a retarded beggar comes
anything. Preity gets anxious as she is left alone near Nayanthara. She feels unsecured. As he
in the railway station. She sits in the chair on comes near her, Aarya comes to meet her. He
the platform. A drunkard beggar approaches sees the beggar and her and understands the
towards her. She feels unsecured. As he comes situation. He goes near him and hugs him
near her, other train arrives to station. Aamir tightly and asks him about his wellbeing.
comes running towards her. He sees the Beggar runs away. On seeing this Nayanthara
beggar and her and understands the situation. laughs and Aarya rescues her.
He goes near him and hugs him tightly and
asks him whether she has scared him. Beggar
runs away. On seeing this Preity laughs and
Aamir rescues her.
Observation
The similarity in ideas in above scenes are arrival of beggar, hero rescuing the heroine by hugging
the beggar and by seeing this heroine laughs. Difference one could find in the above scenes are
1. Actors portraying the characters.
2. Location of scene.
3. In the former scene, heroine could not board the train hence was left alone. But in latter
scene heroine sits voluntarily in bus stop due to the verbal fight with her boyfriend.
4. In former scene beggar is a drunkard whereas in latter one is retard.

Comparative Chart No. 9
Ace Ventura26

Grand Masti27

Scene Surrounding: Open Wildlife area

Scene Surrounding: Road side during

during a morning

night

Jim Carrey tries to come out of Rhinoceros’s Aftab tries to come out of Rhinoceros’s anus.
anus. This is seen by a family comprising of This is seen by a family comprising of father,
father, mother and 2 children who has come to mother and a son who are crossing that place.
that place for side seeing. They mistake that They mistake that rhino is giving birth. When
Ace Ventura (1994) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0109040/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed on
14/11/2018.
27 Grand Masti (2013) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2476154/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed on
14/11/2018.
26
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rhino is giving birth. When he tries to come he tries to come out, seeing that family
out, seeing that family members feels like members feels like puking. He is encouraged
puking. He finally comes out naked and runs by the son of the family. He finally comes out
into the shrubs nearby.

wearing a yellow underwear.
Observation

Idea expressed in both scenes are similar to each other. Differences in both the scenes are,
1. Location of scenes
2. Former is a day time whereas latter is night.
3. There are two children for the family of former scene whereas it is only one in latter.
4. In earlier scene, entire family pukes and feels it as disgusting one whereas in the latter
scene son of the couple encourages the hero to come out.

Comparative Chart No. 10
X-Men Apocalypse28

A Flying Jatt29

Scene surroundings: Kitchen

Scene surroundings: Shopping Mall

Hero encounters a gun threat from police. He Hero encounters a gun threat from villains. He
suddenly uses his super power to stop the suddenly uses his super power to stop the
gravity and time. All the actions done by gravity and time. All the actions done by
people in that kitchen stops suddenly. Hero people in that mall stops suddenly. Hero runs
runs through everyone, changes their position through everyone, changes their position of
of arms and direction they stand. He tastes the arms and direction they stand. He tastes the
beverage which is stopped from splashing due beverage which is stopped from splashing due
to the fight. He finally releases the super power to the fight. He finally releases the super power
and the situation becomes normal again. Due and the situation becomes normal again. Due
to change in position people hits each other to change in position people hits each other
and finally hero escapes.

and finally villain falls out from mall directly
where press people and police are standing.
Observation

Ideas expressed in both the scenes are similar to each other. Differences in both scenes are,
X-Men Apocalypse (2016) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3385516/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last
accessed on 14/11/2018.
29 A Flying Jatt (2016) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt5235880/?ref_=nv_sr_2 last accessed on
14/11/2018.
28
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1. Location of the scenes.
2. Costumes of actors.
3. Actors in the scenes.

IV. LEGALITY OF COPYING SCENES IN INDIA
Despite knowledge of their own scenes being copied by various other film makers in other
films regardless of language and territorial boundaries, the number of infringement cases initiated
against the infringers are to very nominal. The reason for legal inaction towards such absolute theft
of one’s labour is mostly attributed to inadequate legal protection and delayed access to Justice in
Courts. On the other hand, the hesitation arises due to doubts about their own cases, as mostly
the scenes which are alleged to be copied in turn tends to derive its resemblance from some other
scene of some other older film. Thus this kind of a defence is taken up by any infringers to abrogate
and exploit the creative ideas of the other person. Condemning such exploitation, the Indian
Judiciary has expressed its dissent against the release of such movies which are a mere make up of
an already copyrighted film.
The recent case initiated against Baaghi30 movie which has its last 20 minutes in similarity
with the entire movie story of the movie The Raid: Redemption. Several other Indian Movies has
also faced copyright infringement suit for ideas in the recent times including,
1. Ladies v. Ricky Bahl31
2. Kathi32
3. Thalaivaa33
4. Lingaa34

Baaghi (2016) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4864932/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last accessed on
15/11/2018.
31 Ladies v. Ricky Bahl, (2011) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1954598/?ref_=nv_sr_1 last
accessed on 15/11/2018.
32 Supra note 19.
33 Thalaivaa (2013) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2617676/?ref_=nv_sr_2 last accessed on
15/11/2018.
34 Lingaa (2014) available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4020624/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 last accessed on
15/11/2018.
30
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In Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation v Sohail Maklai Entertainment Private Limited,35 in
granting an injunction in favour of the Plaintiffs against the film Knockout, the Bombay High
Court held that “it is the quality of the copied work and not the quantity that determines infringement.” Court
usually in these circumstances carries out two test to determine the infringement of copyright.

A. Average Viewer Test
This is one of the efficient way to determine violation of copyright. If the reader, spectator
or the viewer after having read or seen both the works is clearly of the opinion and gets an
unmistakable impression that the subsequent work appears to be a copy of the original.

B. The Substance/Kernel Assessment Test
That involves assessing the impact of the infringing portion on the rest of the work. If the
work can stand without it, then no copyright infringement has occurred but if the copied portion
is so integral to the entire work that if it were expunged the rest of the work would become
meaningless then copyright is considered to be infringed.
To understand the legal issues behind scene to scene copying and copyright infringement
of scenes, it is pertinent to read the recent judgment given by the Bombay High Court in Bhaagi
Case. In the case of XYZ Films v. UTV,36 Justice Patel, applying both Average Viewer and the
Kernel Assessment Test, held that it is the expression of an idea and not the idea alone that is
copyrightable. The Plaintiff could not claim copyright over a ‘central theme’ or ‘concept’:
“I must agree with this view that there is, generally speaking, no copyright in the central idea or theme of a
story or a play. It subsists in a combination of situations, events and scenes which, working together, form the
realization or expression of that idea or theme. If this combination is totally different and yields a completely different
result, the taking of the idea or the theme is not copyright infringement. To my mind this would seem to apply almost
exactly to the case at hand.”

V. CONCLUSION
Therefore, on analysing several legal provisions and judicial decisions above, it appears that
“mere ideas” which lacks any statutory protection have not received any judicial recognition nor
consideration. The Judicial forum which acknowledges the position that ideas are not protectable,
are also aware of the fact that usage of the same idea in different expression escapes infringement
action. One more aspect which courts has very keen consideration is, idea even though expressed
35
36

Suit No. 2692 of 2010.
XYZ Films v. UTV [2016] SCC OnLine 3970 [Bom].
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in one form can be reproduced with a different expression which would not lead to any copyright
infringement. Hence, the Indian legal system has failed to protect the labour of the creativity by
allowing the infringer to escape the clutches of law through application of legal doctrines such as
de minimis and merger.
On considering the very essence of the jurisprudence behind the very existence of
intellectual property rights and the justification theories like personality theory, Jock Locke’s labour
theory etc., there is an essential oral obligation casted on the legal system as such to protect every
aspect of their creative expression i.e. not just the film, but even every single narration of the film
that is commercialized. In order to prevent such an unrealized commercial exploitation, it is
necessary to bring in a legislative amendment to provide protection to every aspect of creativity.
The proposed amendment to address the legal challenge is detailed as follows:
S.13A – Copyright Subsists on Creativity in Scenes:
“Reproduction of a similar scene which is already creatively expressed in a particular way in visual media
amounts to infringement of copyright.
Whoever commits such infringement, shall be liable to be punished with simple imprisonment not extending
more than 2 years or shall be imposed with a fine of 10% of total revenue earned from that particular movie or both
or other punishment which the court thinks deem fit.”
Until the legislature decides to breaks its silence and expresses its stance for protection to
creativity, the very existence of copyright protection granted to such movies and other forms of
creative display would lose its significance rendering the copyright laws futile. Thus, to promote
the culture of innovative creative literature for the knowledge of the people at large, it is indeed
very essential to condemn commercial exploitation of their labour by stringent laws and judicial
approach.

********************
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